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About This Game
Through The Dark: Prologue is the first chapter in our VR action adventure.
This is The Labyrinth, a maximum security prison built in an unknown location. Her cells are host to lost souls who have been
incarcerated here for centuries, unable to escape even in death. The only respite they have is Liberation Day, an ironic
celebration for every 100 years. The Warden will release the gates to The Labyrinth and the convicts may attempt to escape.
Only one will be allowed to taste freedom.
You are convict 6W02 and today is Liberation Day.
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i picked up tommy tronic and can not get the game to run. it has alot of issues just trying to start the game. A unique spin on the
game genre that brought you Dance Dance Revolution, Flash Flash Revolution and Boom Boom Rocket; Kickbeat is enjoyable
if not just for the music. Originally released on the PS Vita and PS3: Zen Studios has released Kickbeat on Steam.
This is not your typical music & rhythm game where you are following arrows across the screen. It is action packed and fast
paced, using fighting sequences to illustrate your ability to have good timing while enjoying their music or yours!
While the story line is a bit of a weak front for all the action, the soundtrack they picked for this game is phenomenal. With
artists such as Env, Blue Stahli and Rob Zombie, Kickbeat quickly immerses you into the rhythm. Now Zen Studios just needs
to release a game soundtrack.
It is a major plus to add your own music to play along with. However I found it difficult to use the timer to get the beat down to
give the game the same flow as the built in music. This is where the community comes in on the Zen Studios forums. Many
players are posting the settings for some of the songs they’ve played. While your dusty copy of La Bouche might not find itself
here, you can find popular titles such as Gentleman by Psy, Radioactive by Imagine Dragons and hundreds more.
One of the gems of Kickbeat are the ‘boss’ fights. They are presented in a unique and entertaining manner as they deviate from
the fighting humanoid npc’s. This can really mess up your timing if you are graphically inclined. However, kicking rockets off a
helipad while overlooking the city, listening to Rob Zombie, is rather enjoyable.
If you enjoy music and rhythm games I highly recommend picking up Kickbeat on Steam.. Hot Dumpster Fire, not even hot
trash. I never got past the second fight since the control scheme is as unintuitive as a guitar and a brick. Mouse controls
unusuable and you have to set up some weirdness so that you can turn with mouse. Tons of layered controls shortcutting to each
other to activate spells, switch character, its all just so so messy. I was excited for this, been an SAO fan since 2013(yes late in
the game) but now I have everal of hte manga and all the english books as well as blue rays. Yes I enjoy SAO that much but if
this was my introduction to either SAO or AW I would be like NUPE. Maybe a modder will come along and fix it and I'll get it
another go.. LOVE THIS GAME.....
WHY ISNT THERE MORE GAMES LIKE IT?!!?!. THE CREATOR OF THIS GAME SHOULD BE JESUS!. it's a very basic
horror game. it has a few scares here and there and it looks like its made with the fps creator engine. the walls clip ALOT and
while it feels creepy the bugs can really take you out of it. if it was 99 cents or less then i would probably thumbs it up, but for 5
bucks its way to expensive.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=lHarmmL86dU. A very difficult, minimalist puzzle platforming game.
All you have to do is roll your block to the exit. You get interesting powers like slowing time and reversing gravity. However,
sometimes the difficulty is so high it feels like beating a stage is more luck than skill.
For a platforming game, controls are everything, and this game controls well. Not a great game, but if you get it on sale good for
a few hours of fun.
6/10. An old favorite, build a city from the ground up and spread it. A pleasent time waster in that its fun only up until you build
yourself the biggest stuff then it gets rather dull. Still wait for a discount and you wont be disapointed.. If you liked PGII then
this is for you. This game is honestly an amazing game. From its low price of $6.99 to the hours of fun you can have. I have
over 120 hours on this, and it's just endless fun. If you're into destroying cities and having a ton of fun with gravity, get it. It was
worthwile, and I've had it for years. One suggestion though, for level select, use the arrow keys and enter to select. I thought it
was left click but it isn't.
Have fun!
-Jack
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U match up at least 3 of the same gem, its fun if u like this style of game.. The Ritual on Weylyn Island is an interesting concept
off the bat. Cultists on the island where your family is gathering to mourn the passing of an estranged grandfather? An
interesting idea. As good an idea as it is, the game really falls short of being able to call this a game. Gameplay aspects were
straight forward, though the picking up triggers could be a little touchy. The actual story was pretty lacking in really making this
feel like a game. It sort of was more akin to a slight quicktime-ish event walking simulator. It had a great concept, but it just
didn't really get pulled off in a satisfying way.. quot;Music is about repetition - unless it's jazz. But that's not music. That's just
terrible, terrible noise."
Mr. Plinkett commenting on the soundtrack of this game. Gameplay's pretty good though. It's a lot like Hotline Miami and
arguably even more stylish. Just turn the music down. Way, way down.. Very funny and challenging game- simple, but it makes
you think... not as easy as one might imagine at first sight!
Would recommend to anyone who wants a simple but addictive game to while away some time :-). 1. Started the game.
2. Had epileptic seizure.
3. Worst 20 minutes in gaming history.
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